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Acoustic scattering experiments involving simultaneous acquisition of broadband echoes and video
footage from several Antarctic krill were carried out to determine the effect of animal orientation on
echo spectral structure. A novel video analysis technique, applied to extract krill angle of orientation
corresponding to each insonification, revealed that echo spectra from krill near broadside incidence
relative to the incident acoustic wave exhibited widely spaced, deep nulls, whereas off-broadside
echo spectra had a more erratic structure, with several closely spaced nulls of variable depth. The
pattern of changes in echo spectra with orientation for the experimentally measured acoustic returns
was very similar to theoretically predicted patterns based on a distorted wave Born approximation
~DWBA! model. Information contained in the broadband echo spectra of the krill was exploited to
invert the acoustic returns for angle of orientation by applying a newly developed Covariance Mean
Variance Classification~CMVC! approach, using generic and animal-specific theoretical and
empirical model spaces. The animal-specific empirical model space was best able to invert for angle
of orientation. The CMVC inversion technique can be implemented using a generic empirical model
space to determine angle of orientation based on broadband echoes from individual zooplankton in
the field. © 1998 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!05109-1#
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INTRODUCTION

Antarctic krill provide a direct trophic link between th
primary producers and the top predators~seabirds, whales
seals! of the Southern Ocean~Everson, 1977; El-Sayed
1988; Nemotoet al., 1988; Permitin, 1970!. In addition, a
commercially important krill fishery became establish
about 20 years ago, peaking in the early 1980s with landi
of over 500 000 metric tons~Nicol and de la Mare, 1993!.
BecauseEuphausia superbaplays such a central ecologica
role in the Antarctic marine food web, affecting the breedi
success of the top predators that rely on it as a food so
~Croxall et al., 1988!, it has become increasingly importa
to assess and manage the impact of the fishery on
stocks. Consequently, accurate knowledge of krill distrib
tion, abundance~biomass!, and production is necessary

a!Address all correspondence and reprint requests to L. V. Martin T
kovski, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, MS 32, Woods Hole, M
02543, Electronic mail: lmartin@whoi.edu, Tel.:~508! 289-2750, Fax:
~508! 457-2134.

b!Present address: Tracor Applied Sciences, 4669 Murphy Canyon R
Suite 102, San Diego, CA 92123.
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order to characterize the trophic interactions in the South
Ocean food web, as well as to successfully manage k
stocks as a resource.

Conventional methods for estimating zooplankton bio
ass include measurement of displacement volume,
weight, dry weight, or carbon~see Wiebeet al., 1975! from
net ~e.g., MOCNESS-Wiebeet al., 1985! or pump ~Miller
and Judkins, 1981! samples. As a result of the spatial patch
ness of zooplankton populations in the ocean and extre
temporal variability in their abundance, it is estimated th
there can be as much as seven orders of magnitude of
ability in biomass on the spatial and temporal scales imp
tant for populations of macrozooplankton~Huntley and Lo-
pez, 1992!. For example, Antarctic krill are distributed ove
a vast area of ocean, aggregating in patches, shoals, sch
swarms, and superswarms, which can cover many square
and extend to 200-m depth, displaying complex, small-sc
horizontal, and vertical structure~Nicol and de la Mare,
1993!. Conventional techniques for biomass estimation~nets,
pumps, trawls! are not suited for simultaneous sampling
the entire water column over the relevant scales, nor to
solving ecologically important small-scale patterns of kr
distribution. To make more accurate biomass estima
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high-resolution ~;1 m! instruments capable of mappin
variation in zooplankton biomass on large vertical~10–100
m!, horizontal ~100–1000 km!, and temporal ~days to
months! scales are required. The use of high-frequen
acoustics to make volume backscatter measurements o
water column has made it possible to do rapid, hig
resolution, broad-scale synoptic surveys of krill abunda
over the time and space scales of interest.

Traditional acoustic biomass estimation methods h
employed single-frequency acoustic measures in conjunc
with either theoretical models~e.g., Greenlaw, 1979! or em-
pirical regression relationships between acoustic backsc
and biomass collected in simultaneous net samples~e.g.,
Flagg and Smith, 1989!. Attempts to use volume backscatt
measurements of the ocean as indicators of zooplan
type, size, and biomass rely on the accurate acoustic cha
terization of the zooplankton species of interest. Biom
estimates based on simple regression curves or on sin
frequency echo energy measurements may be subject to
errors, particularly if important factors such as speci
specific material properties, morphology, and animal ori
tation are overlooked. Much effort has been put toward ch
acterizing the acoustic target strength of krill for th
purposes of species identification, animal size classificat
abundance estimation, and acoustic signal separation. Si
frequency target strength measurements have been ma
krill and other elongated crustacean zooplankton~other eu-
phausiids, shrimp!, both experimentally constrained~by teth-
ering or encagement, e.g., Greenlaw, 1977; Kristensen
Dalen, 1986; Eversonet al., 1990; Foote, 1990; Footeet al.,
1990; Wiebeet al., 1990; Demer and Martin, 1995! and in
situ ~e.g., Hewitt and Demer, 1991, 1996!. To obtain target
strength information over a wide range of frequencies sim
taneously, as well as to elucidate the frequency depend
of the scattering from elongated crustacean zooplank
broadband insonifications have been made of tethered d
pod shrimp~Palaemonetes vulgaris! as well as a species o
euphausiid~Meganyctiphanes norvegica! found in the North-
west Atlantic~Chu et al., 1992; Stantonet al., 1994a, 1996!
using a broadband chirp sonar. These single-frequency
broadband measurements have been used to develop an
roborate empirical and theoretical scattering models.

Empirical models~e.g., Greeneet al., 1991! have relied
on relating a single parameter~e.g., zooplankton size or we
weight! to acoustic target strength through a simple regr
sion relationship. Initial theoretical scattering models
zooplankton~including elongated crustacean zooplankto!
were based on the Anderson~1950! fluid sphere model~e.g.,
Greenlaw, 1977, 1979; Johnson, 1977; Penrose and K
1979!, which accounted for animal size and material prop
ties. The first scattering model to consider the elongate
deformable morphology of some of the crustacean zoopla
ton was developed by Stanton~1988a,b, 1989a,b! to describe
the scattering of sound by arbitrarily deformed cylinders
finite length. It became widely recognized that in addition
animal size and shape, animal orientation could have sig
cant effects on the scattering from these elongated plan
~Greenlaw, 1977; Sameoto, 1980; Samovol’kin, 1980; Ev
son, 1982; Kristensen and Dalen, 1986; Chuet al., 1993!.
2122 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998
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The theoretical models were further developed and refi
~Stantonet al., 1993a,b, 1994a,b, 1996!, and this orienta-
tional dependence was incorporated by describing scatte
from these elongated zooplankton at normal incidence an
a distribution of orientations near broadside incidence us
an approximate ray summation model~which takes advan-
tage of the fact that many crustacean zooplankton beh
acoustically as weakly scattering bent fluid cylinders!. A
more precise alternative to these ray models was develo
for weakly scattering elongated zooplankton of arbitra
shape at all angles of orientation using a formulation ba
on the distorted wave Born approximation~DWBA! volume
integral~Chuet al., 1993; Stantonet al., 1993b, 1998a,b!. In
fact, Chuet al. ~1993! were able to predict observed ech
levels for Antarctic krill at two discrete frequencies~38 and
120 kHz! using the DWBA model implemented with certa
theoretical orientation distributions, but due to the absenc
photographic measurements, were unable to verify ac
krill orientation.

This paper summarizes an analysis of the effect of a
mal orientation on acoustic scattering by Antarctic krill. Bo
single-frequency and broadband acoustic scattering meas
ments were made of individual krill, and each animal w
filmed during insonification with a high-magnification unde
water video system. A separate paper~McGeheeet al., in
press! is devoted to investigating the orientation-depende
of the single-frequency~120 kHz! target strength measure
ments. The work summarized herein is focused on interp
tation of the broadband~500-kHz center frequency! scatter-
ing measurements in light of orientational informatio
extracted using a novel video analysis technique. By c
pling the collected broadband echo spectra with orienta
data from the video footage, the effect of animal orientat
on the frequency-dependent scattering characteristics
elongated, fluid-like zooplankton such as krill may be elu
dated. The echo spectra collected from krill in different o
entations are presented. These echoes are compared t
theoretical model results of the DWBA volume integra
which predicts echo spectra for all angles of orientatio
Subsequently, a classification inversion using the mod
based Covariance Mean Variance Classification~CMVC!
technique~Martin Traykovski et al., 1998! is carried out.
Both theoretical and empirical models are employed to inv
the echo spectra backscattered from the krill for angle
orientation; that is, the CMVC inversion technique uses th
models to predict angle of orientation during each inson
cation based on the received echo spectrum.

I. METHODS

A. Scattering experiment

Acoustic and video data were collected during a we
long experiment~17 August–21 August 1995! at the Long
Marine Laboratory of the University of California at San
Cruz ~UCSC!. Antarctic krill ~Euphausia superba! had been
captured in the Southern Ocean near Palmer Station, Ant
tica in February 1995, and placed in individual containe
without food for long-term storage under refrigeration at t
University of California at Santa Barbara, until transport
2122Martin Traykovski et al.: Inversion of broadband echoes
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FIG. 1. Scattering experiments were carried out in
portion of a modified fiberglass dolphin transporter. T
permit freedom of movement during insonification, th
animals were tethered to a vertical section of monofi
ment line with an acoustically transparent fine stra
around the abdomen. The tethered animal was lowe
to the focal point of a side-looking transducer pair.
high-magnification underwater video camera w
mounted above the transducer array, looking sligh
downward at the animal. Each insonification wa
marked with an acoustic pulse on the audio track of t
video tape, so that animal orientation at the time
insonification could be determined.
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UCSC in August. Acoustic experiments included insonific
tion of each live animal with a 200-ms duration broadband
chirp of center frequency 500 kHz~;350–750 kHz!.

Insonifications of the krill were made with a pulse–ec
acoustic data acquisition system. The transmit/receive tr
ducer pair was mounted in a side-looking transducer ba
and the animal was positioned at the focal point of the tra
ducer pair at a range of 51 cm~Fig. 1!. This bistatic experi-
mental setup is similar to that described by Stanton~1990!,
and has been used extensively~e.g., Chuet al., 1992; Stan-
tonet al., 1993b, 1994a,b, 1996! to make scattering measure
ments of zooplankton. During insonification, individual kr
were suspended one at a time in a 2-m long by 0.8-m w
by 0.75-m deep tank~adapted from a fiberglass dolph
transporter! filled with filtered, chilled seawater~maintained
between 2 and 5 °C!. Each animal was tethered to a ver
cally suspended 0.12-mm monofilament line with a fine~55
mm!, acoustically transparent synthetic strand tied around
first or second abdominal segment. This short tether allow
freedom of movement during insonification, while constra
ing the animal to remain within 1 cm of the focal point of th
transducer pair. Target strength~TS! measurements made o
these moving krill using the 500-kHz broadband transdu
in this bistatic configuration are estimated to be within 0
dB ~at 350 kHz! and 0.6 dB~at 750 kHz! of the actual val-
ues. Error estimates were based on both systematic and
2123 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998
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dom sources of acoustic measurement error, including tra
ducer misalignment and animal positional variability. T
allow investigation of the relationship between the acous
scattering of an organism and its orientation, each ani
was filmed during insonification with a high-magnificatio
underwater video system. The video camera was moun
directly above and slightly behind the transducer bank, lo
ing across and slightly downward at the animal. Each inso
fication was marked with an acoustic pulse recorded on
audio track of the Hi-8 video tape, while a time code w
continuously recorded on the other audio track. This allow
direct correlation between each acoustic return and the
entation of the animal at the time of insonification~to within
1/30 s!. The freedom of movement permitted by the teth
allowed the animal to assume a wide range of positions r
tive to the transducer, including lateral, dorsal, ventral, a
end-on aspects.

After insonification, several measurements were mad
each animal, including animal length, carapace height, c
pace width, telson~central lobe of tail! length, and wet
weight ~Table I!. If the telson was broken, total length~L2!
for that animal was estimated by scaling the length~L1! to
the end of the uropods~lateral lobes of tail! according to the
ratio ~L2/L1! observed in other individuals of similar size
telson length was also estimated by comparison to other
mals of similar dimensions. Excess water was removed
asured at
ength
ted
aused by
TABLE I. Summary of measurements made of Antarctic krill. Total length measured from center of eye to tip of telson; carapace height me
maximum dorso-ventral width; carapace width measured at maximum lateral width. The asterisk indicates broken telson: for these animals, total l~L2!
was estimated by scaling length to end of uropods~L1! according to the ratio~L2/L1! observed in other individuals of similar size; telson length also estima
by comparison to other animals of similar dimensions. Video analysis not possible for animals 12–14 due to blurring of the video images c
condensation on the inside of the camera housing. Dimensions in mm, weights in g.

Animal No.
Total
length

Carapace
height

Carapace
width

Telson
length

Wet
weight

Dry
weight

No. of echoes
collected

No. of video images
analyzed

01 37.6 5.5 ¯ 7.4 0.38 0.0872 1000 1000
02 42.2 5.9 ¯ 8.6 0.51 0.1111 1000 400
03 41.4 5.4 4.4 8.4 0.55 0.1153 1000 400
04 38.9 4.8 4.35 7.7 0.38 0.0932 1000 400
05 41.4 5.3 4.4 7.1 0.56 0.1181 1000 1000
06 40.15 4.9 4.2 6.25 0.44 0.0916 1000 200
07* 33.3 4.4 3.65 6.2 0.24 0.0532 1000 1000
08 29.75 3.95 3.2 6.0 0.16 0.0363 1000 200
09 37.6 5.25 4.45 6.35 0.36 0.0702 1000 200
10 37.3 4.95 4.0 7.1 0.36 0.0689 1000 200
11 40.6 5.4 4.15 7.85 0.44 0.1016 1000 200
12 39.6 5.4 4.0 7.35 0.44 0.0884 1000 none
13* 42.9 6.0 4.9 8.1 0.55 0.1285 1000 none
14 42.45 6.15 4.6 7.7 0.58 0.1265 1000 none
2123Martin Traykovski et al.: Inversion of broadband echoes
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each organism was frozen; dry weight was measured a
oven-drying at a later date. During the experiment, 14 in
viduals were insonified and the return echoes from 10
acoustic transmissions were collected from each animal.

B. Acoustic data processing

To obtain the echo spectrum representing the ac
acoustic return from the animal, the raw signals receiv
from the krill were combined with the results of calibratio
measurements, taken at the beginning~16 August 1995! and
again at the end~24 August 1995! of the scattering experi
ments. During calibration, the transmit and receive transd
ers were aimed at each other with no target in the beam,
a calibration signal was transmitted. The transmitted and
ceived voltage time series were collected for these calib
tion measurements@subscriptC in Eq. ~1!#. During the scat-
tering experiments, the transducers were aimed forw
focused at a range of about half a meter, and the animal
placed in this focal region. The transmitted and receiv
voltage time series were collected for the scattering meas
ments@subscriptS in Eq. ~1!#, and for each received acoust
return the calibrated echo spectrum was computed as:

u f bsu5S VrecS

VrecC
D •S VxmitC

VxmitS
D •S r S

2

r C
D . ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, f bs is the acoustic backscattering amplitude of t
animal, and is a measure of the efficiency with which
object scatters sound back toward the sound source@ f bs is
related tosbs, the differential backscattering cross secti
~Clay and Medwin, 1977!, by sbs5u f bsu2]. VrecC and
VxmitC were computed by taking the absolute value of
FFT of the received and transmitted voltage time series
calibration.VxmitS was computed as the absolute value
the FFT of the transmitted voltage time series for scatter
measured at the end of each run~every 200 pings!. To com-
pute VrecS , a fixed rectangular window was applied to th
received voltage time series for each return~to capture only
the echo from the animal! before applying the FFT. The
scattering and calibration distances werer S550.9 cm and
r C557.8 cm, respectively. The echo spectrum (
520 logufbsu) for each return was then sampled at 203 poi
between 348.33 and 685 kHz~due to undesirable transduc
frequency response characteristics in the upper end o
frequency range, the full bandwidth~;350–750 kHz! of the
collected data was not used!. It is this sampled echo spec
trum that was used in analyzing the effects of orientation
the frequency-dependent scattering characteristics of Ant
tic krill.

C. Video data processing

Video images for 11 of the 14 animals were analyzed
extract the angle of orientation of the krill corresponding
each echo spectrum~Table I!. For some animals, orientatio
was extracted from only a subset of the 1000 images, s
the video analysis procedure was extremely time-consum
Condensation inside the video camera housing obscured
images for Animals 12–14, so that video analysis was
possible for these individuals.
2124 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998
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To determine the orientation of the animal correspon
ing to each received echo spectrum, it was necessary to
tract from the video tape only the frames captured at the t
of each insonification, as indicated by the acoustic pul
recorded on the audio track. To accomplish this, the au
and video channels of the original video tapes were du
cated, and a screen-burn of the time code was made on
duplicates to allow easier identification and location
frames of interest. The tapes were advanced frame-by-fr
using a video editing deck which permitted frame-by-fram
advancement with an audible audio track, and the time c
of each frame in which an acoustic pulse occurred was no
The video frames of interest were then identified upon pl
back by the screen-burned time code, captured, digitized,
stored in TIFF format using the public domain image pr
cessing and analysis program NIHImagefor the Macintosh.

For each image, the origin of a three-dimensional re
linear coordinate system was situated at the base of the
mal’s telson@Fig. 2~A!#. In this coordinate system, the vide
image represents the projection of the animal onto thex-y
plane, as the camera looks in the negativez direction. The
animal itself is then represented by a vectoraY from the origin
to the point midway between the center of the eyes. M
surements were made to determine thex andy coordinates of
aY (ax anday) for each image. Using a custom-built Matlab®

measurement program, the location of the midpoint betw
the center of the eyes as well as the anterior edge of
conspicuous dark patch which marks the base of the te
were determined by clicking these points with a mouse;
colormap was adjusted to facilitate discrimination of the
points on the images. The projected length of the animalaxy

FIG. 2. Geometry for determination of angle of orientationw from the video
images.~A! Image gives the projection of the animal vectoraY onto thex-y
plane of a three-dimensional~3-D! coordinate system with origin situated a
the base of the krill’s telson.ax and ay computed directly from measure
ments made of the image;~B! 3-D sketch:az determined from geometry;w
computed using Eq.~2!; incident acoustic wave vectorkY is in they-z plane,
at an angle ofa525° relative to the camera line of sight.
2124Martin Traykovski et al.: Inversion of broadband echoes
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~in the x-y plane! was computed asaxy5Aax
21ay

2 directly
from these measurements. Thez coordinateaz of aY was de-
termined using the fact thataz5AuaYu22axy

2 @Fig. 2~B!#,
where uaYu is the length ofaY, as measured from an image
which the animal was estimated to be broadside to the c
era ~i.e., perpendicular to the camera line of sight,az50).
The sign ofaz was determined by noting whether the anim
was head towards (az positive!, broadside to (az 0), or head
away from (az negative! the camera, as reflected by chang
in the projected length of the animalaxy for a succession o
single images (axy attained its maximumuaYu when the animal
was broadside to the camera!. This was corroborated by
watching the video in real time to estimate when broads
crossings occurred, and noting the head orientation be
and after each crossing.

The angle of orientation of the animal was then det
mined for each image by computing the anglew between the
animal vectoraY and the incident acoustic wave vectorkY @Fig.
2~B!#:

w5arccosS kY–aY

ukY uuaYu
D , ~2!

wherekY–aY is the inner product~dot product! of the two vec-
tors; Eq.~2! follows directly from the definition of the inne
product: kY–aY5ukY uuaYucosw, with 0<w<p. For an animal lo-
cated in the far field of the transducers, the incident acou
wave is locally planar over the body of the krill, andkY is in
the y-z plane~perpendicular to thex axis! of the coordinate
system, so that kx50, and kY5ukY u(kx ,ky ,kz)5(2p/
l)(0,sina,2cosa), wherel is the acoustic wavelength an
a is the angle between the incident acoustic wave and
camera line of sight. With the animal positioned at the fo
point of the transducer pair, this angle was measured
a525° @Fig. 2~B!#.

D. Theoretical modeling

Acoustic backscattering from a finite-length, arbitrar
shaped, weakly scattering~i.e., having density and soun
speed similar to those of the surrounding medium! object in
the far field can be described by the general volume inte
formulation ~Morse and Ingard, 1968! of the distorted wave
Born approximation~DWBA!:

f bs5
k1

2

4p E E E ~gk2gr!ei2~kY i !2•rY0dn0. ~3!

Recently, Chuet al. ~1993! and Stantonet al. ~1993b! devel-
oped a DWBA model to describe the frequency-depend
scattering characteristics of elongated, fluid-like zooplank
at all angles of orientation. If the body has a circular cro
section at every point along its lengthwise axis, the DWB
volume integral@Eq. ~3!# may be reduced to a line integra
along this axis~Stantonet al., 1998b!, yielding an accurate
expression for the scattering from an elongated, weakly s
tering fluid-like finite cylinder as a function of size, shap
material properties, and angle of orientation:
2125 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998
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TS520 logUk1

4 E
rYpos

~gk2gr!ei2~kY i !2•rYpos

3a
J1~2k2a cosb tilt !

cosb tilt
udrYposuU. ~4!

In Eq. ~4!, TS520 logufbsu, k52p/l is the acoustic wave
number (l5c/ f wherec is the sound speed in m/s andf is
the acoustic frequency in Hz!, (kY i)25kY25kY1 /h, J1 is a
Bessel function of the first kind of order 1,gp5(r2

2r1)/r2 , andgk5(k22k1)/k1 with compressibilityk de-
fined ask i51/(r ici

2); subscript 1 refers to the surroundin
medium ~seawater!, subscript 2 refers to the fluid-like me
dium of the zooplankton body, so that (gk2gr)5(1/gh2)
1(1/g)22, whereg5r2 /r1 is the density contrast of the
organism relative to water, andh5c2 /c1 is its sound speed
contrast. This model predicts the scattering from a deform
fluid-like cylindrical body of arbitrary shape~i.e., the cross-
sectional radius of the cylindera can vary along the length
wise axis! for any angle of orientation relative to the incide
acoustic wave by integrating the scattering contributions
each infinitesimally thin cross section~located atrYpos along
the lengthwise axis, at an angleb tilt relative to the incident
acoustic wave! over of the entire animal body.

The line-integral DWBA formulation in Eq.~4! can be
implemented in a numerical integration scheme to model
orientational dependence of the scattering from an anima
known size, shape, and material properties. The animal b
may be discretized into several cylindrical cross sectio
each defined by a positionrYpos along the lengthwise axis o
the animal body, a radiusa, a density contrastg, and a
sound-speed contrasth. This discretization was achieved b
digitizing the outline of the animal from a video image~in
lateral aspect if possible!, capturing several points along th
dorsal and ventral surfaces@refer to Figs. 4 and 5, parts~A!
and~B!#. This outline was then scaled to size using the m
surements made of the animal after insonification~Table I!,
anda andrYposwere computed for each discrete segment fr
each dorso-ventral pair of points. The density contrast
sound-speed contrast were held constant over the an
body; values ofg51.0357 andh51.0279~as measured for
Euphausia superbaby Foote, 1990! were used. For a particu
lar angle of orientation of the animal, the backscatter at e
of 203 acoustic frequencies~between 348.33 and 685 kHz!
was computed as the sum of the scattering contribution
each of the cylindrical cross sections due to an incid
acoustic wave vectorkY15(ukY1ucosbtilt ,ukY1usinbtilt ). Since
the orientational dependence of the scattering predicted
the DWBA model is symmetrical about 180° for an arbitra
shape with circular cross section, the model was imp
mented by varying the angle of orientation in 1° increme
between 0° and 180°. Appendix A of McGeheeet al. ~in
press! contains Matlab® code to implement this numerica
integration scheme.

E. Inversion for angle of orientation

If the acoustic backscattered energy from elongat
fluid-like zooplankton exhibits a strong orientational depe
2125Martin Traykovski et al.: Inversion of broadband echoes
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dence, biomass estimates for krill and other euphaus
based on the interpretation of acoustic survey data would
much improved byin situ determination of angle of orienta
tion. Classification inversion schemes have been develo
which can categorize individual zooplankton into distin
scatterer types~e.g., fluid-like, elastic-shelled, gas-bearing!,
as well as invert for specific parameters~e.g., animal size,
animal orientation!, based on the signature information co
tained in the return spectra of broadband insonifications
the animals~Martin et al., 1996; Martin Traykovskiet al.,
1998!. Such a classification inversion approach was app
to the echo spectra collected from these krill to investig
the feasibility of inverting broadband acoustic returns
angle of orientation for these fluid-like zooplankton.

The Covariance Mean Variance Classifiers~CMVC!
~Martin Traykovski et al., 1998! are a set of advance
model-based techniques which classify observed echo s
tra based on the correspondence between the observa
and model predictions. Theoretical or empirical scatter
models are used to construct a model space, which con
of model realizations representing predictions of the mod
for particular parameter values spanning the entire param
space. For theE. superbadata, the objective of this classifi
cation is to invert observed echo spectra for a specific
rameter value: angle of orientation. The CMVC techniqu
can be implemented in several alternative configurations,
of which may be employed to search the entire phys
model parameter space for the best-match model realiza
for a set of observations, and report the parameter value
interest. Determination of the best match is based on
CMV metric ~C!, which quantifies the correspondence b
tween an ensemble of observed echo spectra~D! and all the
model realizations~M !. The best-match model realization
determined by maximizing the CMV metric; to achieve
good match between an observation and a model realiza
not only must the spectral structure~e.g., the location of
peaks and nulls! be similar~as measured by the covarian
K !, but both the mean echo levels and the spectral variab
~e.g., null depth! must also be comparable~quantified by the
mean similarity X and the variance similarityU; Martin
Traykovskiet al., 1998!. The CMV metric~C! is computed
as

C5CMV~M ,D!5K–X–U. ~5!

Note that in Eq.~5!, Ci j 5((k51
np Dik

T M k j)•X i j •Ui j , since
K5DTM is the covariance (0<K i j <1, see Papoulis, 1991!
between the observed data matrixD and the model spac
matrix M . Each column ofD contains a mean-subtracte
energy-normalized observed echo spectrum, whereas
column ofM contains a mean-subtracted, energy-normali
model realization.X andU are the mean and variance sim
larity matrices (0<X i j ,Ui j <1, whereX i j 51 indicates that
the ith observation and thejth model realization have th
same mean echo levels, andUi j 51 indicates that theith
observation and thejth model realization have identical var
ance!, np is the number of points in each echo spectrum, a
the centered dot~•! indicates element-wise multiplication o
matrices. The best-match model realization for theith ob-
served echo spectrum is found by determining the columm
2126 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998
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in which the maximum value in rowi of C occurs, for ex-
ample, for the first observation,i 51 and the best-matchm is
the realization for whichC1m5max(C1 j ) over all j. The in-
version result for observationi is then the angle of orienta
tion associated with the model realizationm that best pre-
dicts that observation.

The ability of the classifier to invert echo spectra f
angle of orientation depends to a large extent upon the
resentativity of the model space, that is, whether it accura
predicts the scattering over the entire observed range of
parameter values with sufficient resolution. In this inversi
of krill echo spectra for angle of orientation, two types
theoretical model spaces and two types of empirical mo
spaces were employed. The theoretical model spaces,
sisting of model realizations generated from predictions
the DWBA model @Eq. ~4!#, include a single, size-
constrained generic model space for all animals, and
animal-specific model spaces, one for each animal. The
neric theoretical model space was based on several dis
discretizations of a euphausiid body, digitized from selec
images to represent different animal shapes. Model pre
tions were made as described in the previous section, u
each shape~scaled to approximately the size of the anim!
as input into the DWBA. An animal-specific theoretic
model space was generated for each of the 11 animals
discretized shape used as input into the DWBA model w
digitized from an image of the particular animal, so that
corresponded with the exact size and shape of that krill. T
empirical model spaces included both a single generic
pirical model space, constructed by interpolating the ec
spectra received from Animal 01 over angle of orientati
~with 1° resolution!, and animal-specific empirical mode
spaces for Animals 01, 03, 05, and 09, generated by inte
lating the empirical data in the same manner, but based
the observed echo spectra for that particular animal. O
these four animals exhibited a sufficiently wide range of o
entations to generate a model with nearly complete ang
coverage~see orientation distribution histograms in Fig. 3!.
For all 11 animals, inversions based on the generic theo
cal model space, the appropriate animal-specific theore
model space, and the generic empirical model space w
carried out. Inversions based on the appropriate anim
specific empirical model space were performed for Anim
01, 03, 05, and 09 only.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Variability in echo spectra with angle of
orientation

Acoustic returns from the krill varied considerably wit
angle of orientation~Fig. 3!. Echo spectra from animals nea
broadside incidence relative to the incident acoustic w
~w590°! were characterized by widely spaced deep nulls~of-
ten 20 dB or greater!, usually separated by 200 kHz, where
the frequency response of off-broadside echoes exhibite
more erratic structure, with several closely spaced~,50
kHz! nulls of variable depth. The scattering from elongate
fluidlike zooplankton at broadside incidence is thought to
dominated by the constructive and destructive interfere
2126Martin Traykovski et al.: Inversion of broadband echoes



of the

FIG. 3. Examples of echo spectra received from 11 krill~Animals 01–11, rows! at five angles of orientation, with acoustic wave incident atw>0°, 45°, 90°,
135°, 180°~615°! ~first five columns!; empty plots indicate that the animal did not assume that orientation during the experiment. A histogram
orientation distribution for each animal during insonification is shown at right.
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between the echo from the front interface and the echo f
the back interface of the animal~see Fig. 8, CASE 1!. At
off-broadside angles, contributions from other scattering f
tures of the animal body are believed to become more
nificant, resulting in a more complicated/erratic interferen
pattern with many nulls~Stantonet al., 1994b, 1998b!.

The effect of orientation on average echo levels w
investigated by computing the mean target strength ove
frequencies (TS510 logusbsu) of the echo spectrum receive
at each angle of orientationw. These spectrally averaged TS
~not shown! were found to be about 5 dB higher near broa
side incidence versus off-broadside for most animals. For
larger animals~e.g., Animals 02, 03, 05, 06, 11!, average
target strengths over the frequency band were approxima
2127 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998
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270 dB at orientations near broadside versus275 dB off-
broadside, whereas for the smaller animals~e.g., Animals 01,
08, 09, 10!, the average TS near-broadside incidence w
about275 dB, versus off-broadside spectrally averaged t
get strengths of approximately280 dB. These observation
are consistent with what is expected based on the physic
scattering from elongated objects~Stanton, 1988a,b, 1989a
1993a,b! since at broadside incidence, an elongated krill p
sents a much larger backscattering cross section to the
dent acoustic wave than at any other angle of orientation

There is a maximum of615° uncertainty in the calcu
lation of w using the video analysis method described
extract angle of orientation from two-dimensional images
the animal. Some of this uncertainty arises from possi
2127Martin Traykovski et al.: Inversion of broadband echoes



FIG. 4. Experimentally measured echo spectra versus DWBA model predictions for Animal 01:~A! video image used to digitize animal shape;~B!
discretization of animal body;~C! orientation reference for DWBA modeling;~D! time series ofw during insonification;~E! orientation distribution histogram
(n51000); ~F! measured echo spectra~y axis, TS in color! versus angle of orientationw ~x axis, interpolation over more than 1.5° is blacked out!; ~G! echo
spectra predicted by DWBA model.
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error during measurement of the video frames, as a resu
the limited pixel resolution of the image and the curvature
the animal body, both of which can affect the measured p
jected length of the animal. Measurement error is grea
when the animal is broadside to the camera and decre
non-linearly at angles off-broadside, since very sm
changes~errors! in the measured length when the project
2128 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998
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length is maximum result in greater changes in compu
angle relative to measurement errors made when the an
is off-broadside relative to the camera. An additional sou
of error in the calculation ofw arises from small changes i
the value ofa @the angle between the camera line of sig
and the transducer line of sight, see Fig. 2~B!# due to uncer-
tainty in the exact fore–aft camera position relative to t
2128Martin Traykovski et al.: Inversion of broadband echoes



FIG. 5. Experimentally measured echo spectra versus DWBA model predictions for Animal 03:~A! video image used to digitize animal shape;~B!
discretization of animal body;~C! orientation reference for DWBA modeling;~D! time series ofw during insonification;~E! orientation distribution histogram
(n5400); ~F! measured echo spectra~y axis, TS in color! versus angle of orientationw ~x axis, interpolation over more than 1.5° is blacked out!; ~G! echo
spectra predicted by the DWBA model.
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transducer bank. The maximum uncertainty of615° is a
conservative estimate based on a sensitivity analysis of
effect of these sources of error on the calculated values ow.
The single-camera video system used to record animal
entation cannot provide the same accuracy as that obtain
by measuring animal orientation with a two-camera or
stereo-camera system. Future measurements would be
from the implementation of a more sophisticated camera
2129 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998
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tem. In the experiment, not all animals assumed all orien
tions during insonification, as is evident from the histogra
of the orientation distribution measured for each animal~Fig.
3!; Animals 01, 03, 05, and 09 were insonified at the wid
range of anglesw. As a result of the extreme sensitivity o
the measurement technique to very small changes in
jected length near broadside, many of the histograms exh
low echo counts at or nearw590°.
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B. Comparison to DWBA model theoretical
predictions

Experimentally measured echo spectra versus angl
orientationw were compared to theoretical model predictio
based on a DWBA model for each animal. Two examples
presented: Animal 01~Fig. 4! and Animal 03~Fig. 5!; results
for these animals are shown because they assumed the w
range of orientations during insonification, providing the b
angular coverage over which to visualize the comparison
tween observations and theory. The pattern of change
echo spectra withw is very similar for the experimentally
measured data and the DWBA model predicted spectra
all 11 krill, with only one or two nulls apparent in the fre
quency responses near broadside incidence, whereas
spectra become much more oscillatory~more peaks and
nulls! off-broadside. Although the patterns agree quali
tively, the DWBA model predicts a much greater drop in T
~about 20 dB! as orientation changes from broadside in
dence to off-broadside~i.e., 20°–60° and 120°–160°! than
was actually observed for these animals as they changed
entation@about a 5-dB drop going from broadside inciden
to off-broadside; all values were well above the noise flo
~2100 to 2110 dB!#. Another feature of the theoretica
model predictions not observed in the data is an increas
echo-levels closer to end-on~head-on and tail-on!. In fact,
the DWBA model consistently under-predicted off-broads
echo levels for all 11 animals, but model predictions of
values near end-on were more consistent with the obse
tions.

The DWBA theoretical model, which predicts scatteri
based on a highly simplified outline of the animal body
approximating it as a deformed cylinder, does not acco
for contributions of other scattering features of the comp
animal body~e.g., rapidly moving legs!. These unaccounte
for scattering features appear to make significant contr
tions to the observed echo levels at off-broadside angle
incidence for these krill. Examination of the time series
angle of orientation throughout the experiment revealed
for some animals orientation was rapidly varying@e.g., Ani-
mal 01 ~see Fig. 4~D!!, 02, and 05#, whereas other krill
changed orientation slowly@e.g., Animal 03~see Fig. 5~D!!,
09, and 10#, and still others~especially Animal 07! remained
close to the same orientation throughout the experim
Constraining the krill by tethering around the midsecti
likely affects their activity level by eliciting an escape r
sponse. The impact of animal activity on echo levels is
known, although some correlation between rapid swimm
and elevated echo levels has been observed by these au
and others.

C. Inversion for angle of orientation

The information contained in the broadband echo sp
tra collected from the krill was used to invert the acous
returns for animal angle of orientation. To accomplish this
classification inversion using the Covariance Mean Varia
Classification approach was performed on the krill ec
spectra. This model-based inversion was applied using b
theoretical and empirical model spaces~Fig. 6 shows raw
2130 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998
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and bin-averaged Animal 03 inversion results for both th
retical and empirical model spaces!. The raw inversion re-
sults tended to be quite variable, particularly for the theor
ical model spaces, whereas the bin-averaged res
~obtained by averaging over five nearest neighbors! were less
sensitive to outliers, and more clearly delineated how e
model space performed in inverting for angle of orientatio
Surprisingly, inversions obtained using the animal-spec
DWBA model space were no more accurate overall th
could be achieved with the size-constrained generic DW
model space~Table II!. This indicates that the frequenc
response of the acoustic return, although sensitive to an
size, is relatively insensitive to animal shape; the anim
specific model space was generated using the digitized s
of each animal scaled to the exact measured size, whe
the generic DWBA model space, although constrained to
approximately the same size as the animal, was gener
using several arbitrary shapes digitized from different e
phausiid zooplankton. Although the generic DWBA theor
ical model space was not able to accurately invert for an
of orientation for many of these animals, this generic the
retical model space has been shown to be quite powerfu
discriminating between different types of scatterers; the
neric DWBA model has been employed in conjunction w
two other theoretical model spaces to classify several dif
ent species of zooplankton into three scattering classes~i.e.,
elastic-shelled, fluid-like, gas-bearing! based on broadban
echo spectra~Martin Traykovski et al., 1998!. While the
resolution of the generic DWBA theoretical model space
sufficient for identifying krill and other euphausiids as elo
gated, fluid-like scatterers, it is possible that modeling th
animals as simple deformed cylinders is not adequate if
goal is to invert single broadband echoes for a particu
parameter~e.g., angle of orientation!.

Comparison of the inversion results achieved using
different model spaces reveals that a generic empirical mo
space based on acoustic returns collected from an arbitr
chosen krill~in this case, Animal 01! may be better able to
invert for angle of orientation than an animal-specific the
retical model space, which predicts the scattering with
DWBA model based on the actual size and shape of
particular animal~Table II!. For 8 of the 11 krill, the animal-
specific DWBA model space did not perform as well as t
generic empirical model space@animal-specific DWBA: 36%
correct inversions~s.d. 8.0!; generic empirical: 68% correc
~s.d. 8.2!, based on an overall average (n58); correct inver-
sions are those within615° of observed values#. Although
the generic empirical model space was based on data
lected from an animal of different size and shape, it d
account for contributions of other scattering features of
complex animal body not included in the simplifying the
retical model. Orientations predicted using the anim
specific empirical model space were the most accurate o
all for Animals 01, 03, 05, and 09, providing a more robu
inversion than that achieved with the generic empiri
model space~Table II, Fig. 7!.

For these inversions~which are based on choosing th
global maximum best-match echo spectra!, symmetry about
broadside incidence was assumed since both the observa
2130Martin Traykovski et al.: Inversion of broadband echoes



roadside
ric
FIG. 6. Inversion of echo spectra from Animal 03 for angle of orientation using the CMVC inversion technique, assuming symmetry about b
incidence~90°!. Observed angle of orientationw ~solid line! shown together with inversion results~points! achieved using four different model spaces: gene
DWBA model space constrained to approximate size of Animal 03~top!; animal-specific DWBA model space for Animal 03~2nd row!; generic empirical
model space~based on data from Animal 01, 3rd row!; animal-specific empirical model space~based on data from Animal 03, bottom!. Raw results shown
at left, bin-averaged~over five echoes! results shown at right, including scatter plot of inverted versus observed angle of orientation~dashed 45° line indicates
perfect correspondence between inversion results and observations!.
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and the theoretical model predictions for all animals exh
ited considerable symmetry around 90°@see Figs. 4 and 5
parts ~F! and ~G!#, so that a good match to a 45° mod
realization will likely also be a good match to the simil
135° model realization. In applying the CMVC inversion a
gorithm, the mean similarity@as represented byX in Eq. ~5!#
was included only for inversions using the animal-spec
empirical model space. This mean comparison was s
pressed when classifying with the other three model spa
since the theoretical models had been shown to under-pre
mean echo levels at many angles of orientation, and an
2131 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998
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pirical model based on a different-sized animal will exhib
different mean echo levels. In these cases, the inversion
based only on correlation in spectral structure between
observed echo spectra and the model realizations in
model space, as well as the variance similarity of the obs
vations and the model realizations.

For elongated, fluid-like zooplankton such as krill, th
structure of the frequency response depends on both size
orientation, so that it is not possible to invert broadband e
spectra for angle of orientation without somea priori infor-
mation regarding animal size. In fact, animal size and an
el
TABLE II. Performance~percent correct, to within measurement uncertainty of615°! based on bin-averaged~over five echoes! inversion results~assuming
symmetry about broadside incidence! for all 11 krill with the generic DWBA model space~constrained to approximate size of animal!, the appropriate
animal-specific DWBA model space, the generic empirical model space~based on data from Animal 01! and the appropriate animal-specific empirical mod
space~Animal 01, 03, 05, and 09 only!.

Model space

Animal number

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11

Generic DWBA 40% 61% 63% 78% 48% 62% 70% 60% 35% 60% 36%
Animal-specific DWBA 30% 52% 69% 33% 35% 48% 57% 54% 34% 43% 34%
Generic empirical 78% 65% 57% 74% 61% 70% 38% 47% 51% 66% 66%
Animal-specific empirical 78% ¯ 99% ¯ 90% ¯ ¯ ¯ 97% ¯ ¯
2131Martin Traykovski et al.: Inversion of broadband echoes



rsion
FIG. 7. Bin-averaged~over five echoes! inversion results for Animal 01, 03, 05, and 09~top to bottom! using the CMVC inversion technique~assuming
symmetry about 90°! with the generic empirical model space~based on data from Animal 01, left! and the animal-specific empirical model space~right!.
Observed orientationw ~solid line! shown together with inversion results~points!; 45° dashed line in scatter plot indicates perfect agreement between inve
results and observations.
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of orientation are confounded, so that the frequency respo
of an echo received from a large animal may have a struc
similar to that received from a much smaller animal a
different orientation relative to the incident acoustic wav
To illustrate this, consider a simple scattering model wh
includes a summation of only two rays~Stanton et al.,
1993a,b!, accounting for the constructive and destructive
terference between the rays reflected from the front and b
interfaces of a weakly scattering target such as a krill. T
null spacing of the frequency response predicted by this t
ray model depends on theapparentsize of the animal, tha
is, the distance the acoustic wave travels between the f
and back interfaces of the animal. Apparent size is a func
of both animal radius and angle of orientation, so that
echo spectrum of a large krill at broadside incidence
exhibit the same structure as that of a smaller animal
ented off-broadside relative to the direction of insonificati
~Fig. 8!.

Knowledge of animal orientation during insonificatio
could significantly improve acoustic biomass estimates
zooplankton, particularly for aggregations of similarly siz
individuals of a single species, for example, swarms of A
arctic krill in the Southern Ocean. Thein situ orientation
distribution of Euphausia superbahas not been measure
quantitatively. Observations of freely swimmingE. superba
2132 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 4, October 1998
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in an aquarium indicated that they assumed a wide rang
orientations~corresponding tow varying between 40° and
180°!, but spent most of the time swimming upward at
steep angle, so that they would most often be oriented wi
60° of end-on incidence relative to a downward-looki
echosounder~Kils, 1981!. It is probable that the animals in
Kils’ aquarium ~as well as the tethered krill insonified i
these scattering experiments! assumed a much wider range
orientations than would be observed in the field by
downward-looking sonar system. In fact, qualitativein situ
observations ofE. superbaby Hamneret al. ~1983! revealed
that all individuals in a school assumed the same orientat
and that krill in an aggregation usually swam horizontal
descending at angles of less than approximately 10° rela
to the horizontal.

Application of the CMVC inversion technique in th
field could potentially allow prediction of the orientation o
individual elongated, fluid-like zooplankton~e.g., krill! in
situ. Information from broadband acoustic systems, co
bined with ground-truthing of animal size~e.g., from net
samples!, could be inverted for angle of orientation with th
CMVC inversion technique using a generic empirical mod
space~e.g., the one constructed based on data collected f
Animal 01, or alternatively, one based on data collected fr
krill at known orientationsin situ!. Certain technological
2132Martin Traykovski et al.: Inversion of broadband echoes
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FIG. 8. Comparison of echo spectra predicted by a si
plified two-ray theoretical scattering model@e.g., Stan-
ton et al. ~1993a,b!# received from krill insonified at
high frequency (l<4a) for a small animal~radiusa1)
at broadside incidence~CASE 1! and off-broadside
~CASE 3!, and a large animal~radiusa2.a1) at broad-
side incidence~CASE 2!. Nulls in the echo spectra re
sult from destructive interference between the ec
from the front interface pf and the echo from the back
interface pb of the animal, which occurs when the phas
difference between themf f/b is np radians; for the
three cases shown: f f/b5np5(2pDf1 /c)d1

5(2pDf2 /c)d25(2pDf3 /c)d3 , where d is the dis-
tance the ray travels inside the body in each case, anc
is the speed of sound in the body. When an animal is
broadside incidence~CASE 1 and CASE 2!, d154a1

and d254a2, but off-broadside~CASE 3!, theapparent
size ~to the acoustic wave! of the small krill is greater
than a1 ; i.e., d3Þd1. Here d3'd2 so that the null spac-
ing is the same for CASE 3 as for CASE 2~i.e.,
Df3'Df2).
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challenges must be overcome to permit successful fi
implementation of a classification inversion for animal o
entation based on broadband echo spectra. These inc
variable beam width and variable signal-to-noise ratio~SNR!
over the bandwidth of current broadband sources suitable
field use. Development of constant beam width broadb
transducers is underway by others. Orientational informa
obtained through inversion of the frequency response
broadband echoes may then be used in conjunction
single-frequency acoustic survey data to make more accu
biomass estimates of Antarctic krill stocks in the South
Ocean.

III. SUMMARY

Biomass estimates of Antarctic krill~Euphausia su-
perba! stocks in the Southern Ocean are often based
acoustic survey data. To make accurate estimates of z
lankton biomass from acoustic backscatter measureme
the acoustic characteristics of the species of interest mus
well-understood. In particular, it has long been recogniz
that the acoustic target strength~TS! of elongated, fluid-like
zooplankton such asE. superbavaries with animal orienta-
tion. Acoustic scattering experiments were performed to e
cidate the effect of animal orientation on the broadband s
tering characteristics of Antarctic krill. During th
experiments, individual, live krill were tethered and su
pended in a tank filled with filtered, chilled seawater. O
thousand echoes were collected from each of 14 animals
ing insonification with a broadband chirp of center frequen
500 kHz ~;350–750 kHz!, while their behavior was simul
taneously captured on video tape. A novel video analy
technique was applied to images for 11 of the animals
extract the angle of orientation of the krill corresponding
each insonification. This analysis revealed that echo spe
from krill near broadside incidence relative to the incide
acoustic wave were characterized by widely spaced~;200
kHz! deep~;20 dB! nulls, whereas off-broadside echo spe
tra exhibited a more erratic structure, with several clos
spaced~,50 kHz! nulls of variable depth. Spectrally ave
aged echo levels were found to be about 5 dB higher n
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broadside incidence compared to off-broadside. The acou
returns collected from the krill were compared to theoreti
predictions for all angles of orientation based on a distor
wave Born approximation~DWBA! model for each animal.
The pattern of changes in echo spectra with orientation
very similar for the experimentally measured data and
DWBA model predicted spectra for all 11 krill. However, th
theoretical model predicts a much greater~by about 15 dB!
drop in echo levels as orientation changes from broads
incidence to off-broadside than was actually observed
these animals as they changed orientation. Information c
tained in the broadband echo spectra of the krill was
ploited to invert the acoustic returns for angle of orientati
by applying a newly developed Covariance Mean Varian
Classification~CMVC! approach, using generic and anima
specific theoretical and empirical model spaces. The anim
specific empirical model space~based on data collected from
the appropriate animal! was best able to invert for angle o
orientation. Employing a generic empirical model spa
~based on data collected from an arbitrarily chosen krill! re-
sulted in more accurate inversions overall than could
achieved using the appropriate animal-specific theoret
model space~which predicts the scattering based on the
tual size and shape of that particular animal!. The CMVC
inversion technique can be implemented using a generic
pirical model space to determine angle of orientation ba
on broadband echoes from individual zooplankton in
field. Pending technological development of a broadband
nar for deployment in conjunction with single-frequen
acoustic surveys of Antarctic krill, extraction of this orient
tional information has the potential to significantly improv
biomass estimates of krill stocks in the Southern Ocean.
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